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Problems with tape on orbit

• There is already a COTS dispenser for Scotch tape on ISS.

• Kapton and Gray tape are the most commonly used tapes on the ISS

• Although there are over 22 different types of tape on the ISS, these two are the 
most commonly used and the ones the crew has the most problems with.

• Both are used on a daily basis for both mundane activities and critical activities 
including sealing bags, holding parts, panels, screens, filters, ……

• Both Gray tape and Kapton tape are difficult to rip and are often cut with scissors or 
by ripping with teeth and require two or more hands to separate effectively.

• Without gravity, static electricity often will pull a long strip of tape back onto itself 
after being cut, making the tape less effective or useless.

• Dealing with these difficulties causes wasted time and materials as well as crew 
frustration.

• None of the COTS dispensers for kapton and gray tape have seat track or a 
connector that would be compatible with the ISS or the crew’s needs.



These are the requirements the students had worked off:

Tape Dispenser

• – Tape is difficult to manage on-orbit and a one-hand-operable solution is desired.
• There are 22 different kinds of tape on orbit but a dispenser is currently only needed for the 

Kapton tape and Duct Tape.  
• Fresh roll of Kapton tape– ID= 3”  OD= 4”  width of tape is either 1” or 2”
• Fresh roll of Gray tape (duct tape)– ID= 3”  OD= 6 ¾” width of tape is either 1” or 2”
• One handed use of tape is important.
• Cutting edge should be protected so crew isn’t cut by accident when floating past.
• Helpful if individual rolls can be stowed together but may be separated for a specific job.
• Seat track, handrail and/or Velcro attachment are good options for restraint.  Velcro may be weak 

for one handed operation.
• The pictures are only to illustrate that there are many different types of tape dispensers—don’t 

limit your ideas to what you have seen.
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OD



Engineering with the students

Talking points to students

• Mount to seat track—potentially 2 orientations

• Method of protecting blade needs to stay simple—needed?

• Gray tape and kapton tape may need different cutting blades.

• KEEP IT SIMPLE

What we learned from the many designs we saw.

• Most 3D printed designs were not Strong enough to handle repeated ripping of tape

• There was a lot more engineering in a good tape dispenser than we initially thought.

• Simplicity is very important

• Different tape needs different cutters



Great Ideas

• Many schools from across the country submitted prototypes with 
good ideas unfortunately several were not sturdy enough to test out 
with regular tape and making them out of aluminum or other 
materials would be difficult.

• Two schools stood out with simple, functional designs.
• Lakewood High School in Colorado

• Windsor High School in Connecticut

• Cypress Woods High School in Texas helped with the integration of the 
designs.



Lakewood H.S. Colorado
• Teacher--Matt Brown 

• Students--Tyler Cole, Allen Eckhardt, Max 
Zines, Sam Osbourn

• tape holder box
• Has a retractable spring loaded blade guard
• Flexible one piece roll holder
• Introduced the one handed seat track foot
• Two options for seat track attachment



Designed and built by Winsor 
High School in Connecticut

• Teacher--Dustin Ricci 

• Students--Aaron Spaulding, Sam 
Driscoll, Tim McCaffrey, John Spear, 
Sean McCarty, Sean Doolittle, Jashua
Holmes, Bryan Plunske, Sam Witham

• Simple open design

• Design could allow for 2 or more rolls at a 
time.

• Sturdy and rugged design could handle a 
kick or a bump

• Students came up with improved one 
handed seat track foot

• Good tape cutter and tape chin

Aluminum Frame3/8”-24 Eye bolt, 
carbon steel, Teflon 
covered threads

Seat track 
Foot

Pivot point

cutter

Blade holder and tape chin
ABS 3D printed plastic.  



Integration of good ideas and Tape Dispenser Upgrades

Helicoils

Blade Guards

Roll pin for 
capture of blades

One piece 
3D printed 
roll holder

• Two dispensers on one seat track foot—one for duct tape and one for Kapton tape
• Updated dispenser axel
• Changed the angle of the dispenser to increase protection of the blades
• Added side blade guards
• Added one piece roll holder
• Added roll pin to hold cutter blades
• Added Helicoils to arm 



Cutting blade

• Can be used on either side of blade holder.

• Serrated blades seem to cut tape more 
effectively than straight blades.

• Smaller teeth are more effective at cutting 
kapton tape

• Slightly larger teeth are more effective at 
cutting Gray tape

• Using the wrong size or type of blade can also 
accumulate glue from the tape and decrease 
effectivity of the cut. 

• The plan is to have one dispenser for Gray 
tape and one dispenser for Kapton tape.

Serrated blade

Chin  holds 
tape after 
being cut

Tape can be strung and cut from either 
side of blade holder.

Blade holder and 
chin covered with 
kapton tape to aid 
in capture of tape 
after cut.



Seat track attachment
The original design for the seat track attachment is purchased from US Cargo 
Control but the part originates from China and appears  to be a cast steel assembly 
that has been machined.  It is composed of 4 parts: body, plunger, spring and roll 
pin.

Because the body is cast steel from China, it is unlikely we will be able to get any 
kind of Certificate of Compliance for the material and strength.  

The current plan is to make it out of 15-5 stainless steel.  Students have simplified 
the design to machine in the parts in fewer passes.  

We have new designs that tighten up the spacing so to minimize the potential for 
rattle once connected to the seat track.  3D plastic models are promising but we are 
waiting on machined steel for final testing.

HUNCH is planning to make 10 or 15 tape dispensers for NASA (training and flight) 
so we won’t need to make a lot of these for this project.

If we can make these as simple and easy to use seat track feet, other  payloads may 
be interested in them for other projects.  Drawings are being submitted to EDCC as 
a separate part with student names. 

PlungerBody

Location of spring
Roll pin



Production plan?

• Crew Office Meeting in July with  Bruce Blazine, Mike Barrett, Tracy Dyson, Kate Rubins

• Demonstrated to several other crew members and engineers and received good 
comments.

• The first one or two could be flown as demonstration units so the crew could decide if 
they like it.

• Because it is a general purpose tool, we expect FCS would be the owner of the hardware.

• OSO would probably be the responsible training team.

• The crew office likes the tape dispenser.  If the program office is willing to fly it, HUNCH 
may be asked to make 10 or more tape dispensers where 4 to 6 might be for flight and 
the others would be for training.

Time Frame?

• Could have 2 ready to fly by spring of 2018


